Abstract. Categories which we call "sufficiently algebraic" are defined, and for certain objects A (called faithful) in such categories, and arbitrary objects C, we partially order the sets Ext (C, A) of extensions of A by C. We prove that the maximal elements in Ext (C, A) (with respect to this ordering) are in bijective correspondence with the morphisms from C to a canonical object 0{A). If the short five lemma holds in the category, all extensions are maximal and therefore obtained in this way.
Introduction. In a previous paper [1] , the author considered extensions in the category of C*-algebras. In the present paper we give a general categorical setting for results from [1] and we apply the results to some categories which are useful in analysis and substantially less well behaved than the category of C*-algebras.
Specifically in §1 we define, for certain categories, objects which we call faithful. We show that if A is a faithful object and C is any object in the category, there is a bijective correspondence between Horn (C, 0{A)) and all "greatest" elements in certain subsets of Ext (C, A). 0{A) is an object whose nature is explicitly exhibited. If the short five lemma from category theory holds (see [8, Proposition 21 .1]), which it does not in some categories useful for analysis, then we get all of Ext (C, A) in the correspondence.
In §2 we give some examples to illustrate the main result. The theory requires little of a category and in fact seems useful only in categories which are not too well behaved. For example, abelian categories trivially have the properties which we will require, but they would seem to contain no faithful objects. The best examples are various categories of topological rings.
In §3, we apply the theory to the problem of extending one group algebra (of a locally compact group) by another or by a measure algebra. Our very complete 1. Extensions in certain categories. We will need some definitions and results from category theory and for all these we will refer to Mitchell [8] . In particular we assume familiarity with the definitions of kernel, cokernel, pullback, zero object, and intersections in categories. Definition 1.1. We will say that a category sé is sufficiently algebraic (SA) if the following three properties hold:
(i) sé has a zero object and pullbacks (thus also kernels and finite intersections, see [8, Chapter 1] ).
(ii) If A->B is a pullback diagram and y is the cokernel of its kernel then so is a.
(iii) If a is a map such that ker (a) = 0 then a is a monomorphism. Definition 1.2. Let A be an SA category. A short exact sequence is a diagram E: A 2-> B1+ C in sé such that a is the kernel of ß and ß is the cokernel of a. If we wish to leave a and ß unspecified, we will denote the sequence by E: A >->-B -*-C as in Mac Lane [7] . Throughout the rest of this section we will be dealing with a fixed SA category sé. Definition 1.3. Let E¡: A¡ >-> B¡ -»-C¡ (/=1,2) be short exact sequences. By a morphism between Ex and E2 we shall mean a triple (a, ß, y) of maps a: Ax -*■ A2, ß: B1 -> B2, y'-C1 -> C2 making the following diagram commutative:
Ax>-, + Bt A2 >-> B2 ŷ c2 Definition 1.4. Let £¡ : A >-> B¡ -»-C (i = 1, 2) be short exact sequences. We will say that (a) EX^E2 if there is a morphism (1,jS, 1) from E1 to E2 (1 represents the appropriate identity map).
(b) E1^E2 (equivalence) if there is a morphism (1, ß, 1) from E1 to E2 with ß an isomorphism.
It is trivial to show that ^ is reflexive and transitive, £ is an equivalence relation, and the relation S depends only on the equivalence classes of the elements. We will denote the equivalence class of an exact sequence E by [E] .
Let Ext (C, A) denote the set of all equivalence classes of exact sequences A >-*■ B -»-C for fixed A and C. The above discussion shows that Ext (C, A) has a natural preorder relation which we will also denote by á. The short five lemma holds if and only if this preorder relation is trivial, ([¿^^[l^] <> [Ei\ = [E2]-) We call Ext (C, A) the set of extensions of C by A.
Lemma 1.1. Let E: A^L> £!> C be exact and let y e Horn (C, C). Then (i) There is an object B' esa, an exact sequence E' : A a' > B' r > C, and a morphism (1, 9, y)from E' to E.
(ii) IfP(E, y) represents the set of all classes [£"] in Ext (C, A) for which there is a morphism (1,0, y)from E' to E, then P{E, y) depends only on [E] and y.
(iii) There is a canonical greatest element {under ^) in P{E,y) which we will denote by [E]y. By hypothesis on E, ß is the cokernel of its kernel and so by property (ii) of ¿/, ß' must be the cokernel of its kernel. Let r¡: A -> C be the zero morphism and let a: A -^ B be as given in the hypothesis. Then ßa = Q = yr¡ and, by the defining property of pullbacks, there is a unique map a: A^*B' such that ß'a' = T] and 6a = a. We therefore have a sequence A "' > B' B' > C with ß'a the zero map.
We will show that A ^L+ B' is the kernel of B' 1L> C.
Let A"£> B' be a monomorphism with ß'p. = 0. Then 0 = ß'p-= yß'p.=ß9fj.. Since A^.Bis the kernel of/3, there must be a map p. K^-A with 6fi = ap = 0a'p. Also ß'a'p = 0 = ß'p.. Since ß'p. = ß'a'p and 6p,= 6a'p, the uniqueness assertion in the definition of pullback guarantees that p. = a'p and this in turn proves that A "'> B' is the kernel of ß'. Since ß' is then the cokernel of a', we see that E' : A _?!>. B' 11+ C is exact and we have also shown that (1, 9, y) is a morphism from E' to E.
(ii) This assertion is straightforward.
(iii) We will show that for the sequence E' constructed above, [£"] is a greatest element in P(E, y). [£"] will be [E]y. Let E":A^B"£1+C be in P{E, y) and let (1, 9", y) be a morphism from £" to E. Since ß9" = yß" and £" comes from a pullback diagram, there must be a unique map 8: B" -> B' such that ß" = ß'8 and 0"= 9'8.
(where the vertical maps are identities). We claim that this diagram is commutative. We already know that ß" = ß'b.
Now Set" is such that ß'i8a") = ß"a" = 0 and 6'iba") = 6"a" = a. The uniqueness assertion concerning pullbacks then requires that Sa" = a' and we are done. We now define faithful objects in an SA category. The following definition is due essentially to Dauns [2] . Definition 1.5. We say that an object M in an SA category sé is a maximal container for an object A in sé if the following conditions hold: Definition 1.6. We say that an object A is faithful if A has a maximal container. We remark that a maximal container can be trivially shown to be unique up to isomorphism if it exists and so we will denote the maximal container of a faithful object A by M(/l).We will let OiA) represent the quotient object of A a° > MiA), i.e. there is a map Af(/i)i* OiA) which is the cokernel of a0. We will also denote the corresponding short exact sequence by E0. [E0] is uniquely determined by A. Lemma 1.2. Let y be any map in Horn (C, OiA)). Then there is precisely one greatest element in PiE0, y).
Proof. Let E: A ^> 5£> C represent [E0]y and let (1, 6, y) be a morphism from E to E0 such that
is a pullback diagram (this is possible from Lemma 1.1). Let £": A _ñl^. B' IL+ C be such that [£"] is another greatest element in PiE0, y), and let (1, 6', y) be the corresponding morphism. '8 = 0=ßp'8=ß'8 and since a is the kernel of ß', there must be a map £: K^~ A with 8 = a'£. Then p'8 = p'a'¿; = <xf = 0. Since a is a monomorphism £ = 0 and so 8 = 0. Now condition (iii) in the definition of SA guarantees that p is a monomorphism.
We further note that p'p:B^B is such that ß{p'p) = ß. Also since 9p p: B-> M{A) has the property that 6p'pa = 9a = a0, the definition of M{A) yields 9p'p = 9. Finally the fact that B is a pullback yields p'p=\B (identity).
Since p is a monomorphism, pp'=\B, and so p and p are isomorphisms and
The canonical sequence has an additional property which manifests itself in the following lemma. Lemma 1.3. Letyx, y2 e Horn (C, 0{A)), yx+y2. ThenP{E0, yx) n P{E0, y2)= 0. which commutes. Then 770a=0 and since ß is the cokernel of a, the diagram can be uniquely filled in (by the broken arrow) by a map y so that it is commutative. We now know by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 that the sets {P(E0, y) | y e Horn (C, 0(A))} form a partition of Ext (C, A). Lemma 1.2 tells us that there is at most one greatest element in each P(E0, y), while Lemma 1.1 says that there is at least one and it is given explicitly as [E0]v. Denoting the set of all these greatest elements by G Ext (C, A) we have proved the main theorem of this section: Theorem 1.1. The map from Horn (C, 0{A)) to G Ext (C, A) given by y-> [E0]r is a bijection. Corollary 1.1. Suppose s/ is an SA category in which the short five lemma holds, A is faithful in sé, EQ: A a° > M{A) * > 0{A) is the canonical sequence, and Ces/, then y -*■ [E0]y is a bijection between Horn (C, 0{A)) and Ext {C, A). Définition 1.7. Let E: A^. BJL^ C be an exact sequence in se. We say that (a) E is split or semidirect if there is a map S : C -» B such that p8 = 1 (the identity on C). The right-hand square is a pullback, and the left-hand square may be regarded as coming from the definition of MiA) once E is given.
First look at Z> = ker 6 and lety: D -> B be the canonical injection. If Z=A r\ D (which exists in sé) there must be mapsp:Z^-A; q.Z^-D; r:Z~^B such that ap = r=jq. Then 9r=9ap = a0p and 9r=8jq = 0 = aQ0. Since a0 is a monomorphism, /7 = 0. Then r = ap = 0 so z is 0 and ,4 n ker 0 = 0. This computation tells us that if A is essential in B, ker 8 = 0. Condition (ii) above tells us that if ker 9 = 0, A is essential in B. To complete our proof, we show that ker 0=0 o ker y = 0.
In fact first assume that ker 0 = 0 and let A' = ß~1ikery) (and Ä±+ B be the canonical injection). Then -n9t = yßt = 0 and 3r: A'-> A such that a0r=8t=9ar. By condition (iii) for sé, 9 is a monomorphism and / = ar. Thus ßt = 0 = ker y.
Conversely suppose ker y = 0, and let A'1+B be ker 0. Then n9$ = 0 = yßâ nd since ker y = 0, ß£ = 0. Then there is a map s: A' -+ A such that as=Ç, and thus /i'c^nkerö which is zero by a computation performed above. Thus ker 9 = A' = 0. Condition (iii) on sé tells us that y is injective o ker y = 0 and so we have shown that E is essential o y is injective.
We remark finally that [E] is trivial (S is the direct sum of A and B) o y = 0. This is proved in a straightforward manner and we omit the proof.
2. Examples, (a) Let sé be the category of abstract groups and homomorphisms. It is easy to show that G is faithful if and only if G has trivial center, in which case M(G) = Aut (C7), the group of all automorphisms of G. OiG) is then the group of "outer automorphisms" of G. Since the short five lemma holds in sé and sé is easily shown to be an SA category, our main result shows that there is a bijective correspondence between Horn (C, OiG)) and Ext (C, G) for any group G'. This result is essentially well known, see [7, Chapter iv in this sense then A is faithful in our sense. In this case MiA) is the ring of double centralizers of B. E. Johnson (see [5] ). Again sé is SA and the short five lemma is true, so that if A is faithful and C is any ring, Ext (C, A) is in bijective correspondence with all ring homomorphisms Horn (C, OiA)). This example may be modified by requiring sé to be the category of real or complex algebras, or commutative rings, or commutative algebras or *-algebras, etc. and one will get all algebra extensions or commutative extensions, etc., for the faithful objects. A trivial and amusing consequence of this is the (well-known) result that all extensions of one commutative faithful ring by another commutative ring are commutative and similarly for algebras.
We remark now that it is possible to consider many different categories of topological rings. To have faithful objects in our sense, it will be necessary to have the double centralizer algebra with some suitable topology belong to the category. We will consider only a few possibilities. The interested reader can consult [5] and [6] for information about double centralizers with various topologies and then formulate categories to which our results apply.
(c) Let sí be the category of C*-algebras. This category is SA, every object is faithful (here the double centralizer algebra of A is also a C*-algebra) and the main theorem applies. We recover the results of [1] which were proved by more explicit constructions there. The main theorem is put to use in [1, §7] to show how in some cases we may explicitly write down all extensions.
(d) Let si be the category of "Banachable algebras" and continuous linear maps, where A e sé is a topological algebra which has a compatible norm in which it is complete. We are in effect looking at Banach algebras and concerning ourselves only with the topology and continuous homomorphisms, not with the norm. The short five lemma holds in this category due to the interior mapping principle and we can therefore construct all extensions of such faithful algebras A, both algebraically and topologically from elements in Horn (C, 0{A)).
If we are interested in the norm, not just the topology, we must consider a different category. We do this next and discover our first interesting category in which the short five lemma fails to hold.
(e) Let sé be the category of Banach algebras and norm decreasing homomorphisms. The unusual categorical nature of sé justifies our examining sé much more closely than we did previous categories.
First we remark that for A ^> B1+. C to be a short exact sequence in our sense, a must be an isometry and C must have the quotient norm under ß. The former follows from the fact that a is the kernel of ß categorically, and so in particular A must have the minimal norm for which a is norm decreasing. Similar remarks using the definition of cokernel show that C must have the maximal norm for which ß is norm decreasing, and this is the quotient norm.
sé is an SA category and this also needs some proof. Evidently condition (iii) holds. In connection with (i) note that if is a diagram then we define the pullback algebraically to be P = {{a, b)eAxB\ a{a) = ß{b)}.
We must then provide a norm for this algebra P, and if the pullback conditions are to hold it must be a minimal norm compatible with having y and 8 be norm decreasing (y and 8 are the usual projection maps restricted to P). This norm is the max norm, ||(a, b)\\ =max (|a||, ||Z>||), and so pullbacks exist. Now if a is the cokernel of its kernel then a is onto and C has the quotient norm. y is then onto and B is algebraically the cokernel of ker (y). We show that B has the quotient norm. Let y0 e B. So ||>"o|| =infu,ïo)ey-1(!/0) ||(x, jo) || and B has the quotient norm. Hence sé is an SA category. If A is faithful in the algebraic sense, and m e M{A), the algebraic double centralizer algebra, we define ||w||1 = supna||S1 || ma ||, ||w||2 = sup]!a:is1 || am ||, and ||m||=max (||m||i, ||m||2); then it is not hard to verify that M{A) with this norm satisfies the definition of maximal container and so A is categorically faithful. Now the short five lemma does not hold in this category. A trivial example is provided by letting^ and CbcR1, B1 be R2 with the norm ||(x, j)||i= ||xj| + \\y\\, and B2 be R2 with the norm ||(x, j,)||2 = max (||x||, ||>>|). Then the following diagram is commutative :
Here /', and rrt (/'= 1, 2) are the usual injection and projection maps and 1B2 is the identity map which is an algebraic and topological isomorphism. Clearly Ei and E2 are short exact sequences in sé and (1, 1B2, 1) is a morphism between them, and since 1B2 is in this case not an isometry, the short five lemma fails. In spite of this our main theorem now applies and gives us a bijective correspondence between all norm decreasing homomorphisms from any C e sé to 0{A), and those extensions AJ^Bl+C such that (1) a is an isometry. (2) The norm of C is the quotient norm through ß of the norm in B. (3) The norm of B is the minimal norm compatible with the above-mentioned properties and the fact that B is a Banach algebra.
Note that B is algebraically and topologically uniquely determined by the corresponding element of Horn (C, 0{A)). The norm, however, is not unique, but a minimal such exists and we must choose it. Then B can be canonically constructed (norm included) from the corresponding element in Horn (C, 0{A)). If we compare this example with the previous one, we see that if y: C^-0{A) is continuous but not norm decreasing then the corresponding extension is an exact sequence in the previous category but not the present one. In particular if A -> B -> C is the sequence, C will have the quotient topology but not the quotient norm, and no renorming of B compatible with all other properties of the extension will result in C having the quotient norm and A having the subspace norm.
This category and that of the previous example can each be modified by requiring the algebras to be *-algebras. The results then obtained are similar to those described above.
We remark finally that each of the examples given here satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2.6 and so if [E] e Ext (C, A) corresponds to y e Horn (C, A), then [E] is essential if and only if y is injective.
We will give only a brief sketch of how one proves this fact. It is clear that every kernel is normal in all these examples (even though in the last category epimorphisms are not necessarily cokernels of their kernels).
If we are in a group based category, A is normal in B, A' is normal in B, A c\ A' = 0, and 9: B^ MiA), then if ge A', x e A, we would have 9ig)x = g_1xg. The group element x~1g~1xg e A n A1=0 so xg=gx and 0(g) is the identity. Thus A'^ker 8. Similar considerations hold in the algebra based categories.
3. Extensions of group algebras. Among the most widely studied Banach algebras are the group algebras of locally compact groups. Thanks to Greenleaf and Cohen before him, we have a very precise description of the norm decreasing homomorphisms from one group algebra to another. It is interesting to see what Banach algebras are extensions of one group algebra by another, and in the present section we apply the results of §1 to this problem. In the rest of this section an extension of C by A will mean an element of G Ext (C, A), that is we will specify the norm. To get the other elements of Ext (C, A) one simply changes to equivalent norms.
Again we will work in the category sé of Banach algebras and norm decreasing homomorphisms. If A is the group algebra of a locally compact group G, then A is a faithful object in sé and the double centralizer algebra MiA) is nothing else but the algebra MiG) of all bounded regular Borel measures on G with convolution as product and the total variation as norm (see [6] ). L1iG) can be considered to be a norm-closed two-sided ideal in M(C7) by identifying it with those measures absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure. Now suppose L1iG) and LX(F) are objects in sé. Then our main results tell us that we can get all extensions of L1iF) by L1(C7) by considering norm decreasing homomorphisms of L1(/r) into 0(G). We can, by Theorem 1.2(a), get all split or semidirect extensions by considering all norm decreasing homomorphisms of L\F) into MiG). The latter have been studied in detail by Greenleaf in [3] and we will use his results to find all split extensions. We will then show that in many cases all extensions are in fact split.
Let us summarize Greenleaf's results. He has shown first of all that an arbitrary subgroup of the unit ball in MiG) is constructed as follows: Let H0 be a subgroup in G. Let K be a compact subgroup of G with K<^ H0, and let p be a character on K such that (1) K and A"0 = ker p are both normal in H0.
(a) K¡K0 is central in H0IK0. Let Ü be any subgroup of T1 x G ÇT1 is the unit circle) with H0 = {g e G : ia, g) e Ü. for some a e T1}.
Let mK be normalized Haar measure in K. Then r = {aS9 * pm : (a, g) e Í2} is a subgroup of the unit ball in MiG) and Ho = \J {sip) : p. e Y} (i(/x) being the support of p.). The unit of Y is pmK. Furthermore all subgroups of the unit sphere are constructed in this manner.
In particular {8g * mK \ K compact in G, g e H0, K normal in H0} is a group in the unit sphere for any subgroup H0 (not necessarily closed) of G. This is a group of translates of normalized Haar measure of a compact subgroup. Now suppose Y is the subgroup described above. Let iî0 = {(a, g) e ^ | a89 * pmK = pmK}. Give the quotient group Q/£20 the subspace topology considering it as a subspace of the right coset space (T1 x G)/iî0> where the latter has the quotient topology. Let 9: F^ £i/Q0 be a continuous onto homomorphism. Then 9 generates a norm decreasing homomorphism which we now describe. If KiG) denotes the continuous functions with compact support on G, fe KiG), and (a, g) e T1 x G, we define /(a, g) to be (a89 * pmK)if). Then/is continuous on T1 x G and constant on right cosets of C20, and so corresponds to a function </i(/) in KÇT1 x G¡ü.0). We then let §if) e KiF) be defined by #(/)0c) = </-(/)(0(x)) for all xeF. Finally if p. e A/(F), define 0(>) e ^(G) by 9\p,)if) = pi §if)), for all/e £(G). Greenleaf has shown that 0 is a norm decreasing homomorphism from A/(F) to MiG) and every norm decreasing homomorphism from L1iF) to MiG) arises by restricting such a 0 to L\F). In particular, norm decreasing homomorphisms from LliF) to MiG) always extends uniquely to M(F) and such extensions are norm decreasing. Theorem 3.1. Let F and G be locally compact groups. Then (i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between split extensions of L\F) by LJ(G) and split extensions of A/(F) by L1iG).
(ii) Let {H0, K, p, Q, ß0} = Sf be a system as described above. Let 8 : F -> í2/£20 be a continuous epimorphism and let 9: M(F) -> MiG) be as previously constructed. Then 5 = {(a + 0(/x), p.) | a e L\G), p, e A/(f )} is a Banach algebra with pointwise operations and the sup norm. If a € L\G), then aid) = (a, 0) ë B, and ifia + 0(/¿), p.) = zeB, then /3(z) = /x e MiF). Furthermore, L^G)^. BJL> A/(F) is a split extension and all such extensions arise in this way depending only on S? and 9.
(iii) Using the notation of (ii), we let B0OEB be defined by B0 = {(a + 0(/),/) \aeL\G),feL\F)} then we get in an obvious way a sequence Ll{G) m+ B0 !±> L\F) which is the most general split extension of L\F) by L1(G).
Proof, (i) follows from the one-to-one correspondence between maps from L\F) to M{G) and from M{F) to M(G) in sé. (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from our main theorem (Theorem 1.1) and Corollary 1.1, Greenleaf's characterization of norm decreasing homomorphisms, and the particular form of the pullback in the category sé.
We can now explicitly construct all split extensions if we know the group structure of G and F and can compute certain group homomorphisms. We would like to have more information about when an extension is split. We begin by investigating M{G) more closely.
Let S{G) be the set of measures singular with respect to Haar measure (this definition does not depend on which Haar measure is used). Then S{G) is a normclosed subspace of M{G), complementary to L\G). S{G) is not a subalgebra of M{G), but it has certain multiplicative properties and is complementary to L\G) in a very special way. From now on the convolution of a measure p. and a measure v on any group will be written simply p.v.
Lemma 3.1. Let s e S{G) and a eL\G). Then \\s + a\\ = \s\ + \\a\\.
Proof. See [4, Theorem 19.20(iii) ]. We will now prove two propositions which will give us information about when extensions are split. The first proposition deals with the problem of extending a norm decreasing homomorphism mapping LxiF) to 0(G) to a certain subset of MiF), and the second deals with norm decreasing monomorphisms.
Let <f>: L1iF)^~ OiG) be a norm decreasing homomorphism, where F and G are any locally compact groups. Let S!={8X \ x e F}. It is known that Zj is contained in the set of invertible elements p. in M(F) such that \\p.\\ á 1 and ||/x-1|| ^ 1, and in fact the latter set consists entirely of elements of 5^ multiplied by complex numbers of absolute value 1 [9, Theorem 3] . Let £: OiG) -> 5(G) be the inverse of p (notation as above), and let <D = $cf>. Then (iii) If iet)ieI is a norm-one two-sided approximate identity in L\F) and p. e Zls O(/x) = lim,_00 ^ipe) in the weak-* topology of MiG).
Proof. The proof of this proposition is a modification of the proof of [3, Theorem 4.1.1] . In order to facilitate matters, we will refer to the above proof and simply indicate the necessary alterations.
Let (C() be a norm-one two-sided approximate identity in L1iF). The set {^ie)} is bounded and therefore has a weak-* limit point A. Greenleaf has shown in [3, Lemma 4.1.2] that if í> is a norm decreasing homomorphism then A is the unique limit point of the set {O(Cj)}. The only property of use in his proof which our map O lacks is the property that <!>ieif) = <S>iei)Q>if) for feL\F).
It is easy to see that this may be replaced in the proof by limj..«, \\®(ed®(f)-^(A/OII =0. We assert that this holds for our <D. In fact let 4>(ei)<I)(/) = 0(ei/) + a(/,/) where aii,f)EL\G). contained in a fixed compact group a. Since for any two measures, the support of the convolution is contained in the product of the supports, 0(x)0(j) e 5(G) for all x, y e L\K). Since we know that fl>(xy) is the singular part of <I>(x)<I>(j>), it follows that í>: LxiK)^ MiG) is a homomorphism which by Proposition 3.1 and assumptions on <j> is norm decreasing. Now suppose that x e L1iK),fe F, and y= 8f * x. By Proposition 3.2 and results of Greenleaf previously described, we have <&iy) = <&i8f) * tf>(x) = a89 * ps * O(x), where g ë G, and s is the Haar measure of the compact subgroup « = supp ($(8,,) ) of G. Since Se * m = m, it follows easily that na<^a and sonco. Thus the support of <J>(}0 is contained in a coset of a.
Let x e L\F). Then for each coset ÇK of K in L\F), x\$K is in L\F) and for different cosets ^K and £2K, x\^K and x\Ç2K are mutually singular. Thus if R is a complete set of coset representatives in F for cosets of A", x = 2isB x\ f K, where this series is norm convergent and so all but a countable number of terms are zero. Hence x = 2"=i xn where each xn has support in a coset of K and the series converges in norm. It follows that i>(x) = 2"=i ^ixn). Similarly if y e L1iF), ®(y) = Z"=i ^(JV) (with perhaps different cosets of K involved). Then 0(x)0(j) is the norm limit of measures n» -(I *(*»))(I Hyn)) = t *(*,)<i>(.v,). Since each term 0(jci)0(_vi) has support in some coset of a, we see that p,N is singular VA/, and so 0(jc)0(_j;) is singular and as before (S>ix)<t>iy) = Q>ixy). Thus <D is a norm decreasing monomorphism and clearly wO = 0. This completes the proof.
Using Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, we can now describe the splitting of certain extensions.
Theorem 3.2. Let G and F be locally compact groups and let us call any extension in G Ext iL\F), L\G)) a proper extension ofL\F) by L\G). Then (b) In the proof of Proposition 3.3, the injectivity of the norm decreasing monomorphism was used only to insure that the Haar measure mK went onto a nonzero idempotent. If Fis discrete we may take K to be the identity and then mK either goes to a nonzero element or else the entire homomorphism is zero and we get a direct product. Thus (b) follows.
(c) is trivial since in this case MiG)=L1iG) so 0(G) = 0.
(d) If Fis compact, and <f>: LxiF) -> OiG) corresponds to our proper extension, then Proposition 3.2 shows that there is a natural homomorphism O of F onto a subgroup T of the unit ball in MiG). r = {a8g * PmK \ g e H0, mK Haar measure of K, K compact in G}. Our condition on G implies that K and p are trivial. Then T = {aSg I g ë Ho, I a | = 1, (a, g) ë Q.} where Q. <= T1 x G is a subgroup. In this case Q0 (notation as before) is trivial and so there is a continuous homomorphism of F onto Q. This implies that Q. is compact and so H0 is compact. Thus H0 = e and 0 = 0. In this case <P = 0 and the extension is trivial.
